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Liu Xizai is a well-known literary critic of late Qing dynasty whose theory of
calligraphy can be found in Shugai and Youyiyueyan. And the former one is the
conclusion of the aesthetics of Chinese classical calligraphy. He proposed a relatively
systematic theory of the chirography in Shugai in which Chinese cursive script was
discussed at the greatest length. The high perspicacities in the contexts still shine
today. In the final stage of the aesthetics of the classical Chinese calligraphy, he can
make a comprehensive survey of the whole calligraphy history and the calligraphy
theories in the past dynasties. Besides, he had a good knowledge of the principles of
arts as well as philosophy and can approach a problem comprehensively and
historically and ponder a problem in a simple and dialectical view. Thus his
conclusion is quite deep and objective. A lot of his expositions about cursive script
still apply to the current admiration and creations. Nowadays, in terms of cursive
script, some people only emphasize the elaboration of “meaning” but ignore the
training of “techniques”, without managing the writing brush and ink well, going
against “ the combination of spirit and techniques” proposed by Liu Xizai. He said in
Shugai, “In the world of calligraphy, neither the saint of seal character nor the saint of
official script exist. But there is the saint of cursive script.” This illustrates that
cursive script attract the most emphasis on one hand. On the other hand, it shows that
cursive script is the most difficult to master. Who can reach such a perfection without
awareness both mentally and intelligently. And this perfection is exactly the lifelong
pursuit of cursive script learners. Generations of masters and theoreticians of cursive
script spare themselves for this. Liu Xizai is exactly the excellent.
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的零星引用和点评。真正意义上的学术论文则起于 20 世纪 30 至 40 年代，多为
对《文概》、《诗概》的论说，如徐北辰 1935 年 7 月 23 日在《晨报》（上海）发
表的《刘熙载论唐宋八大家》。至 20 世纪 60 至 80 年代，学界开始了对刘熙载《艺
概》的整体探讨，并出现了关于刘熙载和《艺概》的首部专著《刘熙载和艺概》













































































范大学古籍整理研究室共同主编的《历代书法论文选》（2012 年 8 月第 1版）和
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